For Immediate Release

Colonial Assembly and Design Earns Trusted Source Status
January 17, 2017, Fredericksburg, VA

IPC's Validation Services Program has awarded an IPC J-STD-001 and IPC-A-610 Qualified Manufacturers Listing
(QML), meeting Class 3 requirements, to Colonial Assembly and Design, LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of
Zentech Manufacturing. Following an initial audit by IPC, Colonial Assembly and Design, LLC joins Zentech as one
of the less than ten U.S. trusted sources and suppliers meeting the stringent requirements of the Qualified
Manufacturing Listing based on two of IPC's foremost standards: IPC J-STD-001, Requirements for Soldered
Electrical and Electronic Assemblies and IPC-A-610, Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies.
"I am very proud of the team at Colonial Assembly and Design (CA&D) and their accomplishment in attaining this
certification. Knowing first-hand the length and comprehensiveness of the IPC Validation Services audit gives
assurances to our customers that CA&D, can meet the highest workmanship standards in the industry," said
Matt Turpin, president and CEO of Colonial Assembly and Design, LLC and Zentech Manufacturing, Inc.
IPC's Validations Services QPL/QML Program was developed to promote supply chain verification. It also
provides auditing and certification of electronics companies' products, and identifies processes which conform
to IPC standards.
"Different from other audit programs, IPC's Validation Services Programs uniquely provides technical and indepth assessments of products and processes in accordance with IPC standards," said Randy Cherry, IPC director
of Validation Services. "We are pleased to recognize Colonial Assembly and Design, LLC for becoming a member
of IPC's network of trusted QML suppliers."
Zentech's two locations in Baltimore, MD and Colonial Assembly and Design in Fredericksburg, VA are ISO 9001
certified and contain equipment and controls to handle the latest printed circuit board assembly (PCBA)
technology. Our equipment, systems and processes are optimized for flexibility in building complex products
that have medium volume/high mix requirements.
We thrive when our customers thrive, so we make every effort to help ensure the success of our customers.
Zentech is a turnkey operation and provides a high level of production/manufacturing engineering support.
Our certifications include ISO 9001, AS 9100, ISO 13485, DD2345, ITAR Certified, J-STD001 with Space and IPC
Class 3 Trusted Source Validation Services Recognized. Contact us today, to find out more about how we can
create a custom-built solution to for you and your company!
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